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TURNER ENTERTAINMENT NETWORKS, INC. (“COMPANY”) 

 

SCRIPT INITATIVE PROGRAM - SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 
 

 

The Turner Script Initiative Program (the “Turner Program”), hosted by The Black List, is 

subject to the following Submission Requirements.    

 

 The candidate must host a script on www.blcklst.com for at least one week during the 

Submission Period for this Turner Program.  While a television script (teleplay) is 

preferred, the script may be one which was written for another media 

 Such script must be original to the candidate  

 If the script is written by a team consisting of one or more writers, each member of that 

writing team must comply with these Submission Requirements, including agreeing to 

Company’s Submission Agreement and Blind Script Agreement, as described below 

 The candidate must be competent to contract 

 The candidate must not have earned more than $250,000 in the aggregate in connection 

with any prior scriptwriting work (whether for features or television) over the ten (10) 

year period immediately prior to the candidate’s submission 

 The candidate must agree to Company’s Submission Agreement, which governs the 

submission of the candidate’s script to Company. While the candidate retains ownership 

of the script he/she submits, this Submission Agreement includes important terms and 

conditions (including arbitration of disputes) you should read carefully before 

accepting 

 If selected by Company for a Blind Script Agreement (described below): The candidate 

must be free to enter into the Blind Script Agreement and perform the writing services 

thereunder free and clear of any third party commitments or exclusivity (other than solely 

non-interfering, second priority services). 

o Please note that, even if a candidate’s script is submitted by Black List to Turner 

for consideration, Turner is not obligated to enter into a Blind Script Agreement 

with any candidate 

 The candidate must agree to Company’s Blind Script Agreement for the applicable genre 

(drama or comedy), which shall govern the candidate’s potential engagement to write a 

teleplay for Company, if selected.  This Blind Script Agreement includes important 

terms and conditions (including arbitration of disputes) you should read carefully 

before accepting 

 If requested by the Black List, the candidate must submit:  

o His or her name and contact information (email address, mailing address, phone 

number) 

o A one-page professional biography 

o A one-page personal statement answering the question: “Tell us your story, where 

this script fits within it, and what you hope to write in the near future”  

o Signed originals of the Submission Agreement and Blind Script Agreement (as 

referenced and linked to above) 

http://www.blcklst.com/
https://blcklst.com/partnerships/turner/submission_agreement.pdf
https://blcklst.com/partnerships/turner/blind_agreement_drama.pdf
https://blcklst.com/partnerships/turner/blind_agreement_comedy.pdf

